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Back in the spring of 2010, I had recently left a 12-year post as a reporter
for the Flint Journal in Flint, Michigan, where I worked as the outdoors, environment, and health beat writer. I had, of course, read occasional news stories over the years about Michigan’s Thumb wolverine,
but my ‹rst real encounter with the story wasn’t until shortly after the
wolverine’s death in March 2010. A friend and fellow outdoors writer,
Tim Lintz, called to tell me the news and suggested I might like to contact Jeff Ford and others involved.
I knew it would be a good story. What I didn’t expect was to be so
moved by this gruff-spoken high school science teacher and football
coach—and by the obvious love and devotion he felt for this wild animal he had studied from afar for six years, for no reason or reward beyond his own passion and innate curiosity.
By the time our ‹rst phone conversation ended, I knew this was a
book I wanted to write, and I am honored and grateful that he has allowed me to write it with him.
Although we have taken great pains to ensure its scienti‹c accuracy
and have cited all academic references, this is not a scienti‹c or academic treatise on wolverines. There are far better books of that nature—by some of the very researchers cited here, in fact.
This is simply the true story of one mysterious, misplaced wolverine—Michigan’s own last unicorn—and the man who devoted his life to
her. It is a love story as odd and rare as the wolverine herself and just as
unlikely to ever pass this way again.
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It was still a week out from spring and unseasonably warm for a state as
far north as Michigan, especially in the mitten-shaped state’s Thumb
region—an endless place of ›at farm ‹elds and narrow woodlots, where
every scattered, solitary farmhouse and silo rears up from the land like
the lonely hand of a drowning man thrust from a waveless sea. The
roadside ditches are cut dead straight and deep enough to carry a ›ood
or lose a truck, stretching off to the horizon like raw, surgical gouges in
the earth. This is a place where wind farms are built . . . where coyotes
and combines run. A place where nothing stops the wind.
On this particular mid-March day, a warm east wind was blowing
across the Thumb, gusting up to 25 mph as it chased off the last icy
dregs of winter with a steady drizzle of rain.
All in all, it was a perfect day to do some scouting for the next fall’s
deer season, thought Todd Rann, an avid bowman who often hunted at
the Minden City State Game Area, square in the region’s midsection,
halfway between Port Huron and Bad Axe, about a half hour’s drive
from the Lake Huron shore.
The remote, swampy state land is thick with bugs and underbrush
and attracts few casual hikers. Rann and girlfriend Morgan Graham
had the entire place to themselves that early pre-spring day. They were
hiking along the main trail through the Minden bog when the cell
phone in Rann’s backpack rang.
While he paused to answer it, Graham wandered off the trail a few
dozen yards to check out a nearby beaver dam. Rann himself had passed
the dam dozens of times before, so it held little interest for him anymore. Most days he never even bothered to glance in its direction when
he hiked past on his way to somewhere else.
He was just ‹nishing his phone call when he heard Graham call out
that she’d found something dead in the pond.
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Curious, he walked over to join her at the water’s edge, about 30 feet
from the beaver dam.
“I looked down and saw this big, brown, dead animal ›oating in the
water. I couldn’t get hold of it, so I grabbed a log and pushed it close to
the bank, then leaned down to grab it out,” said Rann. “I was pretty surprised when I pulled it out.”
In fact, it took several seconds for his mind to register what he might
be holding: the wet, half-frozen carcass of what appeared to be a
wolverine.
Rann had seen all the newscasts over the past few years, read the
newspaper stories. But was it possible that this was indeed Michigan’s
famous lone wolverine?
Despite Michigan’s self-proclaimed title as the “Wolverine State,”
most authorities had considered the wolverine (scienti‹c name Gulo
gulo) absent from Michigan’s ecology for at least 200 years, ostensibly
wiped out by trappers and habitat loss.
The cunning, ferocious predator isn’t related to the wolf at all and is
instead a member of the weasel family. In appearance, it looks roughly
like a cross between a badger and bear, with a temperament more
‹tting to an animal several times its size. Typically growing to a mere
25 to 35 pounds, wolverines are reclusive creatures that can erupt into
a clawed ball of fury when threatened and have been known to ‹ght off
challengers as large as a wolf or bear.
Once widespread across the northernmost tier of the United States
from Maine to Washington State, the wolverine’s range is now mostly
limited to the boreal forests of northern Canada and Alaska, with small
self-sustaining populations in Idaho and Montana.1
Prior to 2004, Michigan’s last known sighting was by fur traders
around the turn of the eighteenth century, years before the territory officially became a state in 1837. [author’s note: That long-standing
bit of historical trivia might need to be revised. In December of 2011, a
Newberry News staffer unearthed this December 29, 1911, Newberry
News brief for the Upper Peninsula paper’s “Traveling Through Time”
column: “Henry Brandt, a trapper, captured a wolverine in one of his
traps last week. The animal had dragged the trap several miles in an effort to escape. This is the first instance on record of one of these animals ever being captured in this section.”2]
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Of course, the physical lack of wolverines has never stopped Michiganders from embracing the animal as their unof‹cial symbol.
“Wolverine State” might not be the motto branded on license plates,
but you’d be hard-pressed to ‹nd anyone in Michigan who doesn’t recognize it as part of his or her identity.
The truth is, no one is entirely certain how the whole thing started
in the ‹rst place. The most popular versions claim the nickname was
invented by feuding Ohioans to describe their northern neighbors as
particularly vicious and ornery.3
Indeed, University of Michigan historians proudly point to the 1835
Toledo War as the rightful roots of the university mascot.
According to the university’s own website, “Bad blood from this incident has persisted to this day. The Ohioans began calling the Michiganians ‘Wolverines,’ the ugliest, meanest, ‹ercest creatures from the
north. In short, the people of Michigan were not to be tri›ed with.”4
The fact that their state’s powerful totem has been relegated to the
status of ancient legend has long been a source of wistful angst for
many Michiganders. Over the years, every uncon‹rmed sighting has
caused a ›urry of intense media interest and public speculation bordering on the passion of ufologists.
When a group of coyote hunters spotted an unusual lone animal in
a rural area about 90 miles north of Detroit on February 24, 2004, the
contact escalated into a full-scale mass hunt. Within hours, a state
wildlife biologist was on the scene and had positively identi‹ed it as the
‹rst and only wild wolverine authenticated in the state in the past two
centuries.
The announcement made headlines immediately. The rare and elusive creature became an object of intense curiosity for hunters, naturalists, wildlife biologists, and nature lovers across the state and beyond.
Was it male or female? Where had it come from? How did it get here?
Was it alone?
The speculation and debate continued to rage over the next six
years. Was it a true wild disperser that had wandered in from established populations in Canada—or someone’s escaped exotic pet?
Was it even the ‹rst wild wolverine to be fully documented in the
state since 1911? According to some sources, another wolverine had
been shot and killed in 1932 in the rural dead center of the Lower
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Peninsula. At the time, state of‹cials concluded it most likely had escaped from a zoo, and the case was quickly forgotten by all but a handful of die-hard believers. Today no physical evidence remains from
which to draw a de‹nite conclusion either way.
But ‹nally, in 2004, there was a bona ‹de specimen alive and well
and maintaining itself quite nicely in the wild, the riddles of its origin
ripe for the picking. For many, it was more than a wildlife mystery. It
was a mythological creature from the distant past, a legend come to life:
Michigan’s own last unicorn.
And now, six years later, she was dead. Her appearance and continued existence had always seemed a bit like a miracle to many. Now it
seemed like another miracle that anyone had found her remains at all in
the vast, forested swampland she’d long claimed as her domain.
But for Todd Rann and Morgan Graham, it was a simple twist of fate
on a gray and rainy March day.
“I knew of it, but I didn’t pay a lot of attention and certainly wasn’t
looking for it that day. I just remembered there being one in the area a
few years back so I ‹gured it was the same one,” said Rann. “But what
were the chances anyone would even be out there to ‹nd it, or that my
cell phone would ring right as we were walking by? It’s like we were
supposed to ‹nd it.”
Graham called a girlfriend, who looked up the number for the Report All Poaching hotline manned by the Michigan Department of
Natural Resources (DNR). They dragged the body to a nearby bush
and walked back to the parking lot to wait for the conservation of‹cers
to arrive.
A half hour later, they led the team back to the site, where the
of‹cers con‹rmed what the couple already knew in their hearts: Michigan’s only known wild wolverine was dead.
Schoolteacher Jeff Ford was home alone with his ‹ve-year-old son
Clint when the call came from a buddy, Steve Noble, telling him a pair
of hikers had found the dead wolverine partially submerged in a swamp
in the Minden City State Game Area, about an hour from Ford’s Cass
City home. It was 5:32 p.m.
Since the day the coyote hunters had ‹rst spotted her six years before, the wolverine had been Ford’s singular obsession. For the ‹rst 370
days he’d tracked her through mud and snow and rain—not willing to
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give up until he could see for himself that Michigan’s wolverine was
real. On the 371st day he ‹nally succeeded in getting his ‹rst photograph, deep in the bowels of the Minden bog.
That might’ve been enough for most men. It wasn’t nearly enough
for Ford.
For the next ‹ve years, he followed her trail until he knew her habits
as well as his own, eventually working with wildlife biologists and conservationists around the country in his quest to fully document this
genuine wildlife treasure. His photographs, videos, and physical samples added substantially to the resources of the wolverine science community and provided a unique and vivid window into the hidden life of
this extraordinary creature.
In failing health due to a serious heart condition, Ford had stubbornly risked his life numerous times in pursuit of his wolverine, willfully ignored family and friends, exhausted funds and dug himself into
deep debt, all for the sake of his self-appointed life’s mission.
And now she was dead. Ford slowly hung up the phone.
Steve had told him he was meeting a conservation of‹cer at the corner of M-19 and Deckerville Road in 15 minutes, so Jeff knew he
needed to move fast. He quickly gathered up Clint and jumped in his
truck. He was breathing hard, almost hyperventilating, his heart racing
wildly.
He stopped short when he saw the frightened look in his young
son’s eyes.
“He knew something was terribly wrong from the way I was acting,”
said Ford, recalling the events of that day. “I got my breathing back under control. Then I told him we were going to see a dead wolverine.”
Ford and Noble caught up with the Department of Natural Resources team at a rural intersection en route to the wildlife lab at Michigan State University where an autopsy could be performed while the
remains were still fresh. Ford was no stranger to them. They stopped
long enough to let the two men climb into the back of the truck bed
where the body lay.
“I thought of all the video I’d taken of her over the years, all the
hours watching her playing, rolling around in the snow, climbing trees,
just having fun,” Ford recalled. “I never dreamed the day would come
when I’d be able to actually touch her.”
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Jeff Ford holds the dead wolverine an hour after the animal was removed
from the Minden City State Game Area by the DNR on March 13, 2010.

He didn’t cry. Not yet.
With the ef‹ciency of hunters long practiced at ‹eld-dressing game,
they quickly searched her body for any obvious signs of an injury that
might have led to her death such as bullet holes or trap marks. There
was nothing. At Jeff’s request, Steve snapped a few pictures of him
solemnly cradling the body in his arms like a drowned child.
They talked to the conservation of‹cers a few minutes more, then
they parted ways. Jeff drove home in silence, Clint riding next to him.
He called his wife, asking her to meet him at home, and quickly
dropped off their son. He didn’t have to explain. Then he drove deep
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into state land, parked his truck, and opened a bottle of Busch beer—
the ‹rst of many—as Iron Maiden’s 1984 “Remember Tomorrow”
played on the radio.
He sat there, beer after beer, slowly getting drunk, listening to music as the tears ‹nally came. It was many hours later when he turned the
key in the ignition and headed back home alone.
Had it really been six years since he’d ‹rst begun to track her? He
could still see in his mind those ‹rst vague prints he and Steve Noble
had found in the melting snow: the toes indistinct, their placement uncertain—but the ‹rst solid clue that the object of his pursuit was close
enough to be real.
It was only the next step forward in a lifelong metamorphosis, from
lonely child to troubled loner, then to devoted teacher and father . . .
and now, six years later, to a man known by thousands as simply the
Wolverine Guy.
“The day the wolverine died and the week or two after were terrible. I thought I might shed a tear when she was gone, but I had no idea
what an emotional wreck I would be,” said Ford. “I couldn’t understand
at the time and still don’t even today, how I became so attached to an
animal I could never touch or pet.
“The vast majority of people wouldn’t shed a tear over the wolverine, but then again, the vast majority of people wouldn’t hump 1.5 miles
out to a swamp going in snow and muck up to their knees with a 40pound pack on their back to research her for ‹ve years straight.
“So I guess I’m glad that I can cry over her because without that
there isn’t passion. Without the gift of passion, the motivation to endure, to persevere and to overcome obstacles would be lost . . . and it all
would have never happened.”

